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Generally the optimum rate of convergence of recurrent identification 
algorithms for the adaptive control of noisy, sampled, non-stationary, 1!OlL

linear systems is difficult to ensure due to the great number of contI"adictory 
ciI"curnstances. By modifying the rate of convergence based on the entropy 
variations of the samplongs, thc optimum convergence factor in the stochastic 
sense can be numerically determined in a way that the infoI"mations arriving 
from the system could he included in the inodel at a maximum rate. 

Introduction 

It is a generally known fact that in some cases the recurrent algorithms 
are slowly convergent in thc environment of the optimalization extreme 
value criterion, therefore attention is concentrated today to the acceleration 
of the convergence of these identification algorithms. Improvements of the 
algorithm suggested by various authors [1, 2, 3] are hased on different prin
ciples, therefore this paper suggests a principle by which the efforts oriented 
towards the acceleration of the convergence might eventually he brought in 

harmony. 
The on-line parameter-estimating algorithms, by interpreting the task 

of identification as formulated by ASTRO:II and EYKHOFF [4] take the informa
tions stored in the preceding data with a lower ,,-eighting into consideration; 
this process is called also forgetting in the literature. 

The aspects of determining the optimum forgetting and simultaneously 
the optimum rate of convergenee are: 

-- The structure of the approximation may contain systematic errors 
due to the incomplete knowledge of the noise or the variables. 

In the case of parameters varying in time the rate of forgetting mnst 
he adapted to the rate of the parametric variation; further the presence of 
noise and the increase of noise dissipation, respectively, hamper the fast 
follow-up. Convergence can be ensured when the time constant of the par
ametric variations exceeds the noise correlation time. 
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- The need for following up the parametric variations due to the work 
point variation in non-linear systems can he determined by the average values 
of the input signals by the variation of their dispersion alld the rate of conver
gence is to be adapted to the rate of the ·working point variation. 

- The neccssity of forgetting can he determined also by the deterioration 
of the closeness of approximation. 

Thc rate of convergence is optimum when the error probability of the 
approximation has its minimum in a minimum number of steps. Such a choice 
of the optimalization criterion results in the higb est processing rate of new 
data arriving from the system. 

In the following the amount of informHion of a sample, i.e. the entropy 
is determined, with consideration to the aspects listed above, then the rela
tionship hctween the variation of the entropy and the factor of convergence is 
studied. 

It is assumed that. 
the noise is not correlated with the signal, is z('ro-centered and finite, 

and its variance is known; 
the average values, the variations of the input and output signals are 

known, or they ean he det!~rmined in the experimental phase. 

Entropy 

In this case, for its I definition that of FISHER [6] is suggested as against 
correct that gi,-en bv SHA:'>:'>O'.'i [5]: 

(1) 

\\here f(y) distribution density function 
m expected value of the distribution 
y - . output signal of the systcm, or of the model. For example, for 

the calculation of the entropy with normal distribution of y: 

and 

f(v) = 
1 l . v 1rl)~J 

exp _ ·IV~;-

1 
In f(y) = - -In b-In (j 

') 

111 " 

n (j I 
I ludeed it is information. 

(2) 

(3) 
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(4) 

1 
(5) 

In the case of by~ constant, the eIltropy of measured data is seen to be identical 
bet,veen the samples. In the case of parameters varying with time, or of non
linear systems approximated as linear at the working point, - e.g. hy a 
polynomial, - their effect on the entropy can he taken into consideration by 
weighting factors; so 

the deviation from the a, erage rate of parametric yariation is: 

7. = 7.(fr, y) (6) 
where y output signal 

II ~ input signal vector 
~ the yariation of the parameter ayerage yalues. their fluctuation can hc 

e:xpressed as: 

Therefore 1Il case of normal distribution: 

1 
-"IT P. a:2 _1..... '\, rr~ 
J., IJ Y , I J.: 

(7) 

(8) 

7. and iJ may he identifit d conceptually wit~l the 8ensitiyity coefficient, see e.g. 
in (7], and '(' ;,(a~). In Y. and i) the sensitiyity of identification for the individ
ual parameters can bc increased by the app:;:opri:::te choice of the weighting 
factors, but for ayerag'.' yaIues: x T ri = 1. On the ha3is of the aboye 5aieL 7. and 
/1 can be eonstructed to meet the requireme:~t5 of the i:1Yoh-ed task. 

The modification of tlH' rat": of forgetting on the hasis of the num,~rical 
eyaluatioll of the entropy: 

in case of 1/1 (t) constant no forgetting is necessary: in the experi
mental phase fo::-getting of the ratio l/t is necessary [2]: in thr adaptiye case 
forgetting has an ayerage rate: 

in the case when I H (t) yaries the rate of forgt'tting must he increased. 
The necessity of forgetting follows also from the deterioration of the 

closcness of approximation and it can be determined hy entropy yariation of 
the information stored in the model. In thc tested case, where the results 
supplied by the model made adequate to the system and the statistical charac-
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teristics of the output signal agrec the entropy is: 

1 
Im = ---;

Un, 
(9) 

When Im decreases -- with the deterioration of the approximation the 
rate of forgetting must be increased and vice versa, so I Hand Im have opposite 
effects on the convergence. 

The optimum rate of convergence 

The clos!"ness of approximation is characterized by thc quotient of 10th 
entropies: I H: I nP 'whieh when considered as an argument of the P-test 
fundamental in yarianee analysis yields -- the error probability. 

At the optimum rate of eOIlyergence the new informations from the 
system get into the model at a minimum number of steps, if 

T 

1 J IH d -- t extr. 
T Im 

(10) 

i-T 

The value of T is given by the time constants of the process and it is ach-ised to 
choose it higher hy one order of magnitude than the smallest time constant 
of the system and the empirical average yarianees may he estimated on the 
basis of ;V 1 O:r;T, the number of samplings belonging to time T. 

The quotient I HI IIIl has a known distribution, a known expected value 
and variance, as necessary for the evaluation of (J 0). 

In the tested case of normally distributed the quotient is of second 
order beta-distribution (see e.g. [9]): 

, lY- :~ , I ) T(1V 1) 

I 
t ~ p 

1 I: <z, dt 

;(N~i) (1 t)N-l (11) 

"' 0 

with T being the gamma function known from [10] and z > O. 
In the case of the model adequated to the system, for IV > 5 the expected 

value and the variance are: 
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2VI{IN} = l~ 1 
Im 1\' 3 

4(N-I)(N 2) 

(N 3f(N-5) 
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(12) 

Respectively, the tables referring to the beta distribution are found 
in [8]. 

In the kno'wledge of the extreme value and variance of (10) of the factor 
of convergence is to be modified in each step without increasing (10) i.e. 

(13) 

where r(t) is the factor convergence (or some element of the matrix of con
vergence). To evaluate (13) the functional relationship between the factor of 
convergence and entropy is to be specified. 

Be c the parametric vector, then the presently known linear recurrent 
algorithms offer a general solution to the problem, in the on-line case, 

8c = R. 81 .. = _ R ( 81 1 . A (~) 
8t 8t : . 8t . 8c 

(14) 

'when R is the matrix of convergence factor and operator A is the algorithm. 
In the discrete case: 

,jC = R . , .::.1I: (15 ) 

The studied convergence factor versus entropy function can be chosen 
on the basis of (14), so in the on-line case the variation of the elements of the 
indefinite matrix R is proportional with I JI 1: 

'where 

Llr[n] = r[n] JI[n - 1 ] 

JI[n] = I[n] - I[n - 1] 
( 16) 

for calculating the rate of forgetting the following empiric method is proposed: 

1 N IN [n-i] 
-;;;-~ I [ .] 

[ ] [ 
h i=l m n-~ 

r n + 1 = r n] -::.--'=---=-:;:''-''-;:---"';:;-
_1 i IN [n-.i] 

!\i-I '--> I [n-~] - l-.. m 

(17) 
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or taking (12) into consideration: 
(N __ 1)2 
----

(18) 

The initial yalue of 1'(11) may he 1 in the adaphve phase. The optimum 

convergence factor on basis of (16) and (17): 

1'[n -'- 1] [I (19) 

Finally, the achantage of the established cOJl'.-e!."gence rate optimization crite

rion is that it is independn:t of the functional relationship invoh-ed in the 

problem, its disadvaLtage is that the distribution function of tll(' output 

signals must he kno\m. Tlw studied normal distribution may be of help for 

approximating other" e.g. Poisson, binomial distributions. 
Further, the determination of the weighting factors in (8) may be difficult, 

hut as the accuraey of the approximation is satisfactorily characterized by 

the quotient L 11 Im eyen \\-ithont the factors, so the latter choice is adyjsaJl(~ on 

the assumption that the structure of the model has been chosen conveniently. 

Conclusions 

TLe use of the (ntIopy d( Lnitiol1 (1) due to FISHER for the 501ution of 

o:l-!ine identificatiull ta:-ks permits the choiec of the optimum conyergnlee; 

heCaU5E> of its adyantageolls properties thC' COllYCrgellcc optiluizatioll crit(~rjon 

,,-ith the e:-.:pectecl value accordiEg to (10) can be ehosen as identifieation 

quality criterion, too th,rcf(ji"l' its applicatiol! in practice is suggested: on the 

other hand tll" algOlitl 1113 (I-i) m:d (15) sC'ITing for parameter estimatioll 

has('d on tht' Yariat10n of the: elltropy-: open Cl ne\~" r(~s~'a;'eh trend": if tb(' f'ntropy 

is t'xprf:ssf'd as a fUEction of th~· salnpled yaluc·s of (artput and input ~if:na15. 

The author (,X[HeSS herewith hi .. thanks to Professor Dr. F. C,;[,ki for hi, supporting 
the puhlicatioll of this pap('r and to Dr. .J. Kocsis "~nior re!'eareh ,,'orker. for hi .. yaluahle 
adyices, 

Surnmary 

The use of the entropy definition by to FISHER for the !'olntion of on-line identification 
task; permits the choice of the optimum conYCrg:e'IlCC_ Du(' to its advantageous properties. 
the statistical convergence optimization criterion "'ith the kno,nl expected values can be' 
chosen as identification quality criterion. too. therefore its application in practice is suggested. 
The algorithms scrying for parameter estimation based on the variation of the entropy. arc 
a new trend in research. if th~ Pl1tropy is ('xprcss('d a, a function of ,.ampled "alnes of output 
and input sigIlals. 
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